
Here’s how activities in January related to  
the five principles on which IELC was founded.

Honouring Authenticity:  
Mapping beautiful music together
Learners have been studying the shape and texture 
of sound through visual art. They began by learning 
three song games: Come and Follow Me; Hey, Hey 
Look at Me; and Frogs in the Meadow. After trying 
out a number of variations, they mapped what they 
heard. They began by drawing a line representing 
the pace of each song, then added pattern to indi- 
cate repetition or change in sound. (For example, 
the word “rat-a-tat-tat” might look like a zigzag.) 
Maps for each of the three songs were overlaid 
and transferred onto pastel paper in glue, creating 
shapes to colour with chalk pastel. The result? 
Original, meaningful, artistic interpretation and 
new ways of listening and gaining literacy skills. 

Reflecting Attentively: Think like a frog 
What does it mean to leap like a frog or hop like  
a hare? While both jump, they move their bodies 
very differently. Lately, learners have been think- 
ing about animals’ traits and comparing similarities and differences 
between species. The differences between frogs and hares really hit 
home when they tried jumping across the gym in two different styles. 

Our winter wonderland provides a perfect science lab for demonstrating 
states of matter. Learners have discovered how water turns from liquid 
to solid through freezing, and they’ve approached the topic with an inquiry 
method, making predictions. What do you think will happen when you 
mix baking soda and vinegar in a bottle, then put a balloon over the top? 

Interconnecting Kinship: A legendary time
Inspired by the Indigenous storytelling traditions they’ve been exploring 
through reading, learners created two original legends. Working together 
in groups to determine their story and using dramatic play, each group 
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School Scoop presented their legend. Want to know How the Polar Bear 
Got White Fur or How Candyland Lost all its Candy? Just 
ask your little learner.

Embodying Learning: Just breathe
Breath Ball gets kids focused on the power of their lungs  
as they use only their breath to try to move a ping pong ball 
across a small playing area against an opponent. Other 
activities, featuring scent and movement have helped kids 
focus on the length and depth of their breath.

IELC has also started working with BOKS (Building Our Kids 
Success), a fitness and learning program that aims to get 
kids’ bodies and brains active. Through heart-pumping 
activities, BOKS helps ensure young minds are physically 
prepared to learn. The program runs for 12 weeks.

Playing Purposefully: All a-board!
Who says board games aren’t educational? IELC learners 
have been raking in the skills while playing Monopoly (and 
using Canadian play money to boot), Sorry and Candyland. 
Through classic board games, they’re practicing math skills 
by making change, gaining literacy skills by reading rules, 
and learning about teamwork, developing social skills such 
as negotiation, and supporting  
one another as learners.

On the calendar

February 19 Louis Riel Day holiday

February 21 Information/Registration (6:00pm–  
 7:30pm, R.A. Steen, room TBA)

February 26 Open house (6:00pm, Whyte Ridge  
 Community Centre)

March 16 Inservice day

March 21-22 Learner-led conferences

March 26-30 Spring break


